Digitization offers significant opportunities for the formulated product industry to transform the way it works and develop new methods of business. R&D; is one area of operation that is challenging to take advantage of these technologies due to its high level of domain specialisation and creativity but the benefits could be significant. Recent developments of base level technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML), robotics and high performance computing (HPC), to name a few, present disruptive and transformative technologies which could offer new insights, discovery methods and enhanced chemical control when combined in a digital ecosystem of connectivity, distributive services and decentralisation. At the fundamental level, research in these technologies has shown that new physical and chemical insights can be gained, which in turn can augment experimental R&D; approaches through physics-based chemical simulation, data driven models and hybrid approaches. In all of these cases, high quality data is required to build and validate models in addition to the skills and expertise to exploit such methods. In this article we give an overview of some of the digital technology demonstrators we have developed for formulated product R&D.; We discuss the challenges in building and deploying these demonstrators.
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Abstract

Digitization offers significant opportunities for the formulated product industry to transform the way it works and develop new methods of business. R&D is one area of operation that is challenging to take advantage of these technologies due to its high level of domain specialisation and creativity but the benefits could be significant. Recent developments of base level technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML), robotics and high performance computing (HPC), to name a few, present disruptive and transformative technologies which could offer new insights, discovery methods and enhanced chemical control when combined in a digital ecosystem of connectivity, distributive services and decentralisation. At the fundamental level, research in these technologies has shown that new physical and chemical insights can be gained, which in turn can augment experimental R&D approaches through physics-based chemical simulation, data driven models and hybrid approaches. In all of these cases, high quality data is required to build and validate models in addition to the skills and expertise to exploit such methods. In this article we give an overview of some of the digital technology demonstrators we have developed for formulated product R&D. We discuss the challenges in building and deploying these demonstrators.

Introduction

Digitization is disrupting and transforming the way the commercial world works through new services and the automation of common tasks.[1, 2, 3] These digital services fall under the term Industry 4.0 (I4.0). Such services are enabling democratization of knowledge, automation of common processes and remote monitoring, among many other applications. One advantage is that the required physical and computational infrastructure is distributed rather than co-located such that users can take advantage of multiple services, cloud storage and computing. This has obvious benefits for an organization as it enables decentralisation of staff and equipment,
facilitating wider use of expertise and up-skilling via the digitization of expertise into software. In practice this means that specialized skills can be shared throughout an organization without the need for all users to hold deep expertise.

Whilst I4.0 and other digital technologies have been pervasive in the formulated products industry[4], implementation and adoption of digital approaches is much more challenging in a product R&D setting.[5] This is in part due to high level of domain specialisation and creativity, which is not easy to capture in generic digital applications.[6] In addition R&D is often more poorly funded and of lower priority for an organisation than other departments (e.g., marketing). In some cases, R&D processes have remained largely unchanged for many years and have performed well, hence digital changes have not been forthcoming. Nevertheless, digital approaches to R&D are being adopted by the large players in the formulated products field[7] especially where product re-formulation occurs on a rapid timescale to respond to ever changing demands.

As changing regulatory frameworks[8] and societal[9] pressure move formulated products towards more sustainable and diverse feed stocks, materials and processes, existing formulation R&D methods will need to be augmented if organisations wish to remain ahead of the competition. A significant proportion of existing formulated products are based on technology developed over many decades. These new regulatory and societal pressures are likely to lead companies to explore novel and unfamiliar chemicals where long standing knowledge isn’t available. For example, the growth in demand for novel battery technologies[10, 11, 12]. Against this backdrop, we expect formulated product companies to engage with digital approaches to augment and accelerate their R&D programmes. In an era of Big Data, robotics, AI and High Performance Computing (HPC), those who fail to embrace and adopt new technology are likely to be left behind.

In the remainder of this article we discuss possible areas digital technologies can help in formulated product R&D processes before discussing examples of our research into the development of technology demonstrators. We discuss the insight gained by developing these approaches and the challenges involved.

3 What Can Digital Offer the Formulated Products Industry?

There are three areas where digital approaches can add value to formulated product R&D:

1. Increasing connectivity and transparency by providing: digital record keeping, such as digital laboratory notebooks; better communications through collaborative applications, social media and messaging applications; IoT sensing on lab equipment, providing real time recording.

2. Use of real time data analytics and extraction from online and internal knowledge databases for predicting properties calling on machine learning and natural language algorithms

3. Creating digital first based lab practices where scientists will trial formulations using accurate physical and chemical models before developing the most promising candidates in the real lab.

Significant progress has already been made by industry in adopting the first approach. For example, digital laboratory notebooks can provide enhanced and more reliable data collection using I4.0 type technology. Recent changes have seen digital laboratory notebooks becoming increasingly connected with common office software and inexpensive analytics. This connectivity can help provide a boost to productivity, but it is unlikely to transform how innovation occurs.[5]. The second and then third approaches are more difficult to implement and to adopt, however, will be increasingly important when trying more novel approaches or novel chemicals are required.

To change the way we innovate, digital applications which augment our current processes need to be implemented and coupled with more computationally intensive applications that can provide deep insights and predictions. The key goal for I4.0 in an R&D setting is to speed up the innovation and discovery process, reduce costs and minimize time to market through the use of digital technologies suited to organization’s specific market area.

At a high level, I4.0 services generically comprise three layers. The foundation layer of such services are low level tasks and can range from something quite simple, such as updating a database, gathering data from sensor arrays or changing IoT device parameters to complex modelling such as resource forecasting, physical simulations or optimization.[6] The middle layer controls the connectivity, security and sharing of various software and hardware components to one another. In the simple picture we describe here this could be passing user inputs to the foundation application or sharing data from one component to another. The top layer provides the interface that the client can access and interact with such as a web portal. Figure 2 provides a pictorial explanation of these critical components, together with examples of the key skills and technologies required alongside a summary of the key opportunities and challenges.
Digitization of R&D requires a high degree of technical knowledge, both from a scientific domain and technology perspective [6, 2] which from our experience requires engagement from both the I4.0 vendor and industry user. Thus the major blockers for R&D therefore are not simply technological in nature.

4 Data Collection from the Physical Laboratory

Developing digital tools to augment the discovery process presents some not insignificant data challenges. The first hurdle is the capture of relevant data and meta-data in a suitable format for future exploitation. That is, data captured via either smart laboratory notebooks, data analysis carried out by domain scientist or automated measurement equipment, needs to be machine readable and contain enough information that the experiment’s methodology, results and conditions is determinable later.

A set or sets of data standards, such as those suggested University of Liverpool’s Manufacturing Innovation Factory [5], need to be agreed and adopted so that software can be built for data extraction as a first step in development of these digital assets. Meta-data should include as a minimum the thermodynamic conditions, experimental method, apparatus and software used. This will help ensure a fair comparison of compatible data is used in data analysis and model development. In laboratories which already employ automation, through robotics for example, the automatic storage of data may even be able to consider employing inexpensive IoT sensors such as temperature and humidity to gather additional information.

Chemical identifiers permit rapid data base searching and curation. For formulations this could be achieved by using a unique number for each formulation in a similar manner to CAS numbers.[13] However, this would lead to a vast number of identifiers often referencing minor variations, hence may not be the most suitable choice. Alternatively, a more complex identifier developed from extensions of the standard single molecule string identifiers such as SMILES [14] and InChI [15] could provide a more informative identifier, for example, a formulation version of SMILES defining the concentration of each molecule followed by its string identifier. These chemical string identifiers convey a chemical structure to varying degrees of complexity, which standard chemical software is able to parse and produce the chemical structures and links to their physical properties. The degree of flexibility and variation in formulation science however, may require new thinking, considering methods of dimensionality reduction for example to generate a reversible compressions of a formulation string identifier. Such a method can enable a multipurpose formulation representation that can be used for rapid data base searching in the compressed form and uncompressed to provide scientists with some limited information on the formulation.

In Section 5.3 we will return to the knock-on impact on exploitation by digital applications when data is not of good quality and well documented.

5 The Digital First Formulation Lab

Formulated products such as lubricants, fuel additives, paints and shampoos rely for their performance on complex physico-chemical processes such as adsorption, aggregation and micelle formation. These processes are becoming increasingly well modelled using computer simulation techniques.[16, 17, 18, 19, 20] However, the ability for this type of approach to be taken up in industry is limited as many of the underpinning skills
are simply not present in organizations developing formulated products. Specialists in chemical modelling, computer scientists and high performance computing administrators traditionally need to come together to make simulation work.

We have developed a technology demonstrator in the form of an iPad-based digital platform that could form part of the I4.0 solution transforming R&D laboratory practices to a digital first based approach, i.e. model before make mentality. This application enables the user to develop and model chemical formulations virtually, to understand and predict their physical properties and performance. The results can be used to inform an experimental scientist of the most promising formulations or even to directly instruct a formulation robot. This way of working reduces wasted materials and in some cases, given sufficient computer resources, will out pace physical testing.[6, 21]

5.1 Demonstration of Technology

Our prototype digital application is able to ingest user input in which chemicals and concentrations are specified and launch complex physical simulations and analytics, returning to the user a simulated predicted outcome (see Fig. 2)).[21] This prototype utilizes a smart mobile application as a user interface that communicates with a cloud gateway to submit computer intensive simulation and analytics to an HPC server.

Figure 3 gives a schematic overview of the core pieces of the prototype framework. The only visible component to an end user is the interface application. As a result the design and construction of this is critical enable the flexibility for R&D concurrently with ease of use. If these objectives are not achieved, it can limit the utility of the application and dissuade users from attempting to augment their practices with the new technology.

The user interface may be the start and end point from a user perspective, but the underlying layers must be constructed in order to enable the application to provide a utility. Connections from the interface go out to a cloud gateway. This can be thought of as a management service, orchestrating the connections and data transfer from the user to the HPC application. For instance, the molecules and concentrations to include in a simulation. This gateway also offers the principle security barrier to prevent miscellaneous access.

Here, the cloud gateway coordinates with the available HPC or cloud resources to allocate the hardware required for the requested simulations and analytics. The state-of-the-art simulation and analysis process is encoded into software as a workflow. An automated scheduler interprets these steps and schedules the relevant calculations.

Results are returned to the user interface via the cloud gateway in a format analogous to experimentally determined results together with estimates of uncertainty. The raw data underpinning this is also made available via the cloud gate way in a computationally convenient format, such that more advanced users can make additional enquiries from that data.

This use case illustrates the concept of digitizing specialist knowledge of simulation techniques and making them accessible to anyone able to use a smart phone application. For an organization this represents a dramatic lowering of the skill barriers for using HPC to perform physical modelling and analytics relevant in day to day R&D.
Some of the challenges in introducing these applications such as the system stability, reliability and deployment environment, are solvable and the same as seen in other areas of I4.0. Such issues can manifest in variations in end users data security requirements, preferred methods of data sharing and restrictions on the location of software and hardware. More specific challenges of adoption, come from the specific tailoring of the device or services to fit within an organisation existing structures, such as matching the nomenclature used by their experts, working practices and the general willingness of staff to adopt new technologies and digitally augmented practices. Some of this will be due to unfamiliarity with digital approaches compared to lab based approached and how they relate to one another. Such barriers can be overcome by building strong relationships, developing trust and providing knowledge transfer between the different stakeholders. A critical challenge for devices aimed at R&D is knowing when a result is accurate and precise enough to be useful. Quality and precision concerns can be mitigated with suitable visual representations and metrics of describing the uncertainty in simulation, data and computation, so that confidence can be easily interpreted by a formulation domain scientist. Accuracy is due to either the method of measurement or the underlining model. Here it may be necessary to determine the accuracy of the underlying models and the data upon which such models were based.

5.2 Public Sources of Data

Chemical data providers, describing molecular properties have incorporated database methods and informatics for many years. This has produced easily accessible data sources, which we take for granted when considering chemical purchasing, risk labels and emergency advice. Larger online chemical databases such as ChemSpider[22], PubChem[23] and CCDC [24] provide computational interfaces and API’s to easily access the data within.

Open data is now a commonly used term, meaning data which is freely available, shareable and utilizable by anyone, anywhere. Of the open chemical data sets which have been published, there are many which are relevant for formulation R&D. For example, NIST data sets, [25] which have been well curated over years, provide promising data sets for formulation.

Smaller more focused databases have been a catalyst for innovative approaches in targeted communities. For example publicly available standardized datasets, such as provided by blind challenge competitions like the solubility challenge, [26, 27], industrial fluid properties simulation challenge [28] or the crystal structure prediction challenges[29], have delivered new generations of algorithms and enabled comparative testing of different predictive models, which has led to rapid growth in these areas. These data sets have proven valuable in the modelling of small organic molecules relevant to the pharmaceutical industry [30, 27, 26, 31, 32, 33, 34] and in some cases formed de facto standards for modelling certain properties.
5.3 Obtaining Reliable Physical Models

Computer based models of chemical systems come in two forms, data-driven models (see section 5.4) and physical models. Physical models seek to describe the microscopic interactions between molecular entities.[35, 36, 37, 38] They usually consist of a set of mathematical functions that encode the possible interactions between the entities, with the functions parameters varying depending on which entities are interacting. Physical models can be used to simulate chemical systems and to make measurements analogous to wet-lab experiments. As a result digital applications based on physical models can be thought of as “virtual experiments”.

The model behind the virtual experiments offered by our digital first formulation laboratory is called Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) and has been used successfully for modelling many processes and chemical mixtures in a chemical formulation context.[39] There are two features of this modeling approach that are worth noting. First is that is a coarse grained approach whereby groups of atoms are treated with a single interaction site. This allows simulation of significantly larger systems than more common atomistic methods, such as molecular dynamics. Second is that the interactions between sites are simplified. This translates to fewer and simpler mathematical functions which are faster to compute. Taken together these features enable DPD to simulate the length and time scales required to capture many physical properties of liquid-based formulations.

The success of any virtual experiment depends on the accuracy of the physical model. It needs to be capable of providing useful predictions of the quantities of interest, for example liquid densities, octanol-water partition coefficients (log\_D\_P), or in the case of surfactants, Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) and micelle mean aggregation number (N\_agg). [38, 18, 40, 19, 41] Assuming the physical model is appropriate for the system under consideration, the main factor affecting accuracy is the quality of the models parameters. Improving these parameters requires acquisition of suitable experimental data for model tuning and validation, a process termed parameterisation.

Since novel chemistry is a common circumstance in industrial R&D, realising the potential of computational techniques in 14.0 requires not only accurate models but also a rapid parameterisation process. A model that is very accurate, but takes 10 years produce, will likely have little impact. Unfortunately, to date, and from our own experience, it has been common for DPD parameterisation to be a multi-year effort requiring significant human capital. Hence, there has been renewed interest in automatic parameterisation methods. These methods can potentially ingest experimental data on the novel chemistry of interest and produce a tuned physical model with minimal human involvement. A number of automated parameterisation techniques are being developed, from gradient-free global optimisation methods, to local-gradient methods leveraging statistical mechanics to obtain the gradient of macroscopic properties with-respect-to force-field parameters. Whichever method is used the promise is a rigorous automated protocol to find the optimal parameters for the model.

All of these techniques require as a base a consistent set of experimental measurements on a diverse set of molecules. In the absence of organized and curated data sources, one is tempted to obtain the necessary formulation data from the experimental literature and, in fact, there is a wide variety of data available. However, one soon discovers not only that the coverage is sparse, but, when data can be found, the inter-lab or inter-method variability is very high, rendering the use of this data for model development and validation challenging.

During the development of a data-set for parameterisation of a model for micelles we encountered numerous issues which can be divided into two types: problems with the reporting and provenance of the experimental data being collected, in this case CMCs and mean-aggregation numbers; and problems related to a lack of sufficient meta-data, which reports the experimental protocols, methods, instrumentation, and data processing assumptions utilized by the measurement.[42]

Here we will briefly outline some examples of these issues. Interested readers can find a detailed account in Swope et al. and its supplementary information [40]. Falling into the first category a problem we found frequently in the literature was tabulating data as comparable when it is not, by failure to recognize the difference between weight and number averaging in determining N\_agg number in micelles. Similarly we found that values in the literature were reported without including the temperature and/or the concentration at which the measurements were done, presumably because the authors did not understand at the time that micelle size has both thermal and concentration dependence.

When parameterising a model, a key step is measuring properties in as similar a way as possible, in both the experiment and simulation. Since the experimental method is usually set a deep understanding of what exactly it measures is required to replicate it in the simulation. Issues falling in the second category, lack of metadata, primarily impact this process. For example, on observing the raw distributions obtained from dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments we observed that the signal from small aggregates is weak or missing due to it being obscured by the signal from the larger aggregates. This meant that when measuring the aggregation number in simulation we must similarly discount small aggregates. Since this number varies with surfactant access to the raw data is required to determine where the cutoff is, or to re-process the experimental data by beginning averaging from a size where one believes the signal has reached full strength.

Motivated by these issues and the need for a consistent data set of micelle sizes for model development, we recently experimentally determined a small consistent dataset for non-ionic surfactants which can provide a
useful starting point for parameterising surfactant models. [40]. In particular this data set contains abundant information on the experimental conditions and the data processing pipeline applied, information which is crucial for parameterisation effort. Clearly such a approach, whereby scientists must return to the lab to produce data of the necessary quality for parameterisation, is un-scalable and unsustainable long term. We recommend that support needs to be provided to encourage the development of new data sets oriented to computational model development. Such activities can be encouraged by funding bodies and learned societies, offering financial backing and expertise. Recently, several funding bodies have released challenges in this area.[43, 44]

5.4 Data Driven Formulation Property Modelling via Machine learning

In the pharmaceutical industry there are active efforts to use open data and to explore data driven computational platforms.[45, 46, 47, 48] These efforts are not without difficulties, and are often attempted by single organizations, hence, may lack the inter-organizational standards needed completely open data. However, some benefits are being seen in this area in terms of insights from calculations and high throughput screening of lead molecule structures.[49, 45] The opportunities specific to this area have been discussed in a number of other articles, a compact summary is given in the following communication.[50]

Similar efforts in other formulation heavy industrial sectors such as personal care, automotive and coatings are less commonly discussed but could benefit from similar initiatives, technology and methods. Organizations in these sectors may in fact be more able to adopt such methods owing to less stringent regulation compared to food, drink and pharmaceutical organizations. Potentially, these less discussed sectors, are able to adopt I4.0 applications more rapidly and widely.

In this section, we provide an example of a data driven model utilizing machine learning for CMC prediction. There are numerous examples of data driven modelling for chemical properties predictions relevant to formulation.[51, 52, 53] However, in many cases, the focus is on properties related to pharmaceuticals, for example, solubility, toxicity and organic-aqueous partition coefficients.[31, 33, 32, 54] Some work has attempted to consider modelling of formulated products via ML methods more generally. [55, 56, 57, 58] Methods such as neural networks have been applied to optimize the processes in formulation [58] and suggested as useful tools in discovery and chemical product optimization.[59, 60, 61, 51] In this brief example, we demonstrate the application of a ML method called Random Forest (RF) to the prediction of CMC values. We discuss briefly the data collected, modelling method and information which can be extracted. The dataset used here is provided as supporting information taking account of the recommendations given in this manuscript. Details of the model are given in appendix A.

We chose to apply the popular RF model to predicting the CMC of electrically neutral surfactant molecules because of its simplicity and success elsewhere. To do this we built a data set from the open literature. The collection and curation of this data set was a laborious task, requiring approximately five days of a researchers time to search and curate the data set. This compares to about a day to build the model. Whilst it is common for data pre-processing to take the largest portion of the time, the data we are working with in this example is small (87 molecules). The reasons for this are due to the data being stored in formats which are not machine processable and a lack of contextual meta-data. For example, the largest single source of data was extracted from “Critical Micelle Concentrations of Aqueous Surfactant Systems” [25]. This document was created as a pdf of scanned images, meaning all information had to be translated by hand. This text was curated well before many of standards for molecular structure representation were commonly employed, hence these had to be located or generated. The second major contributor was from a previous similar study [51]. This source contained all information within the a table of the main article which was easier to extract, but still sub-optimal. The major issue with this source was the lack of standardized chemical names and molecular representations such as SMILES which were present at the time the article was written. Locating or generating this missing data is the major reason for the five day data collection and curation.

Databases or electronically processible formats can dramatically speed up this process. For instance workflow tools such as Taverna[62] have been used to automatically extract molecular representations from online gateways for solubility prediction, making the process faster and more importantly repeatable.[33]

We include the 87 molecule data set in the supporting information in a csv format together with meta-data such as IUPAC names, SMILES, InChI, temperature and experimental method where possible. Whilst the format we present is far from the data base model, it is a step towards this and enables our work to be easily repeated and built upon.

A test set of 12 molecules were chosen from the 87 molecules and is comprised of previously validated data by the authors.[40] The model was generated by training on 75 molecules and predicting the remaining 12 molecules as an unseen test set. The results of the test set predictions are presented in table 1 and figure 4.
Table 1: Results for predicting the CMC in molar units using the RF model for 12 test set molecules. $R^2$ is the correlation coefficient, RMSE is the root mean squared error, MAE is the mean absolute error and MSE is the mean signed error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Predictions for 12 test set molecules. Black dashed line shows the ideal model. Note this is plotted on a log scale to make the relatively small concentration changes visually clear.

These results showing a reasonable predictive model for CMC over this test set. The model is able to explain the vast majority of the data variance as evidenced by the $R^2$ value of 0.96 and low Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

In both the simulation and data cases one should be aware that both models are typically bounded in terms of the chemistry they can interpret and predict. This bound comes from the data which was used to construct the model. A well constructed model should be able to generalize to a reasonable extent and thus have utility when considering related chemistry.

ML models in general do not provide physical understanding of a chemical system and are data intensive, requiring much larger consistent data sets than are required for physical simulation counter parts. However, Such data driven models are typically orders of magnitude faster to evaluate and make predictions than their physical simulation counter parts once trained.[63] These models are therefore compute intensive to train, taking many hours on current computer hardware, but able to be utilized many times afterwards for rapid predictions. This kind of modelling is particularly useful for high through put predictive screening methodologies. Where organization have large data repositories or access to suitable open data, such models can make highly effective screening or ranking methods to rapidly guide design of experiments approaches in the lab, whether robotically or in collaboration with a research scientist. The organizational level benefit is to enable rapid screening of innovative designs and solution to R&D challenges. Ultimately such as changes aims to minimize the time to solution when one is considering reformulation for a regulatory change for example.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article, we have identified several technical issues which are tractable, but currently preventing industrial formulation R&D from taking full advantage of 4.0 methods. The challenges fall into two categories:

- Development of novel digital applications that capture the relevant science for formulation R&D
• Long term accessible storage for well validated and documented experimental data

To the first point, we have noted that the technology needed to access, deploy and utilize such methods is already in existence. We can see much of this technology utilized for other business related I4.0 applications. The challenge here, is the development of suitable foundation I4.0 applications for innovation in formulation R&D. The development of digital applications requires a mixture of expertise and experience often not found within a single organization. To gain traction, it is critical that users and developers of such digital services, are willing and able to work collaboratively between organizations to construct applications suitable as augmentation to existing working practices.

On the second point, there are a number of smaller challenges and potential research projects which are required to solve this challenge in the longer term. The major requirement in moving towards a solution is the hosting of trusted and accessible formulation databases. Efforts have been made in the past few years in this direction from the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) who have generated a formulation database product.[64] However, an openly accessible formulation database is presently not available. Such a database, could draw in broad attention across academia and industry, leading to a community wide asset. Such a community asset can assist in building bridging skill sets, with students learning to apply computational techniques on formulation data whilst at university.

For these digital services to become widely adopted the technical challenges have to be addressed and the solutions must provide accurate and precise results. These services will only be adopted if formulation organizations can rely on the results that are produced. From a technology point of view we must insure that the devices produce an accurate and precise result, as outlined previously, which is why it is essential that the underlying experimental data that goes into the these applications is correct. Additionally, organizations need to consider the human psychological aspects involved when introducing new ways of working. Times of change within an organization can be difficult, with individual willingness to embrace new technology varying. In order to successfully adopt new methods technology advocates must establish working partnerships between organizations demonstrating the value of these new methods within their own organizations. When adopting the new methods, it is also important that the end users are upskilled, to enable them to take advantage of the new opportunities and decide for themselves where best such methods can augment their existing working practices.[65] Such psychological factors usually require strong relationships and trust to be built between the different domain experts in order to understand the concerns from both sides and find a suitable resolution where difficulties occur.

Digitization and I4.0 applications are already driving organizational changes and augmenting working practices. Formulation science R&D remains a largely laboratory driven enterprise. As societal and regulatory pressures grow and shift more rapidly with increasing environmental challenges formulators will need to be able to respond at greater pace, which will most likely out pace the laboratory focused processes. I4.0 should not be viewed as replacement to laboratory processes but as an augmentation to help guide experimental resources in the most promising directions first, in order to minimize the time to solution and provide efficiency savings.

Presently formulation product R&D faces challenges in adopting I4.0 opportunities due to the need for specialized applications and a lack of accessible and curated data. These challenges can be minimized in the short term with minor modifications for working and publication practices. We would recommend that journals in these fields make reasonable efforts to ensure that authors do provide such data, in appropriate formats, which will also assist research reproducibility.

In the longer term the formulation community can, in collaboration with domain experts in computational science, define innovative models and data bases which will over come these challenges and enable formulation science to take advantage of I4.0 opportunities. Such collaboration and skill sharing across organizations will be critical to enabling this change and upskilling work forces. Here learned societies and funding bodies should assist as trusted neutral partners to provide experience, resources and connections. Such institutions can also help to span domain areas, creating open forums for the fair discussion and evaluation of such techniques.

Looking forward these opportunities can undoubtedly provide advantage in formulation science R&D, disrupting the current standards to increase flexibility, knowledge and innovation. From this perspective, the longer term (5 - 10 years) could see exciting opportunities for formulation organizations to develop innovative and novel approaches to product modification, development and optimization.
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A Appendix: Random Forest Model Details

A.1 Dataset

In this work we have collected a data set of 87 molecules with CMC values known in the experimental literature. Where possible these have been taken from standard sources such as NIST, which has produced a well curated and research set of CMC values. The 87 molecules are all electrically neutral and represent a diverse set of surfactants. The data set contains several 2D representations of the molecular structure (SMILES and InChI) together with URLs and InChIkeys. These should enable anyone else to easily follow this work and use the dataset. We report the CMC in molar units and \( \log_{10} \) molar units. Additionally, the experimental method of determination where available, temperature, references and any relevant notes on ambiguities and how data was found is included as meta-data.

For each molecule entry the Mordred\cite{66} descriptor engine was used to calculate 2D descriptors from the SMILES strings. This led to over 1000 descriptors per molecule. Descriptors are a way to represent (usually numerically but not always) aspects of molecule. These generally constitute structural complexity, counts of atoms, polarity, and simple electronic properties. The ML algorithms can use these to correlate against the target experimental property.

A.2 Random Forest Model

The RF model is an ensemble learning algorithm. It has been used to great success in many applications. The centre of the model is a binary decision tree, which makes optimal splits of the data based on minimizing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) in this case. The forest is constructed of multiple of these trees, where each tree is built from a random subset of the data and descriptors. The final prediction of the CMC is given as the average of all of the trees predictions. RF is generally consider fairly robust to over fitting due to each tree only being trained on a subset of the data and to redundant descriptors, i.e. it is possible for several descriptors to largely convey the same information, this can lead some algorithms to consider this to be more important and weight it more highly.

In the current work we optimized the hyper-parameters of the RF model (number of trees and depth of each tree) using a grid search spanning number of trees from 100 to 1000 in steps of 100 and the tree depth from 5 to 15 in steps of 1. The optimal parameters were found to be 300 trees and a depth of 9. As this is a small data set we did not wish to use all descriptors as this would lead to an over determined problem. We applied Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) to rank the importance of each feature. Scikit-learn was used to perform this model generation and predictions.\cite{67}

Model training and predictions was carried out by the standard train test split methodology. This methodology means the data is partitioned into training and testing sets, the model is constructed using the training set and then tested on unseen data in the test set. In the current manuscript we held out 12 molecules as an external test set from the 87, these were molecules whose data we were confident of based on the authors previous work.\cite{40}